
CONFIDENTIAL 

Rt. 12, Frederick, Md. 21701 
7/26/76 

Mee Ron lessen 	PRIMEVAL, 
The White House 2LZAJE 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Rome 

From what I have-. and I'm not towing about interpretations of meanings or any-

thing like that - what I take to be Realigan's fairly smart act of desperation may be, 

I'm sure can be, hia unekoing. 

It also presents me with the conflict of which I'M Mirk) you are aware. 

Eloept for the trusted friends who have copies and will say nothing, as of now 

mobody kmowns. 

If I can't resolve the conflict nobody will know at least lentil after the cone 

ventioa. 

I'm sorry about the ellipsis and I do know the position in which it puts you as 

I'a►  sure you oaa understand what I mean by a conflict and my need to be able to resolve 
it honorably - and what that can mean to others, not just me. 

Unfortunately I was not aware of Reagam'a announcement until the evening news. eo 

I've not really had a chance think this through. 

I willb be in Washington part of Wedneedey, in court in the mornieg and thereafter, 

until I return, through my lawyer, Jim Lauer, 434-023. eageenieg then he will have a 

copy of what I'm talking about. 

Sine. last year's phlebitis I do not drive that far unless 
x  matt. I'll be using 

poor public transportation. I expect to leave Washington about 2. I'll be in again 

Felder for medical and dental eppointmcuts and wow eey seeming for my annual checkup. 

There is no reason to believe that the spooks have lost their improper interest 

in either me or the work I do. I would deceive you to give you atrium-noes about my 

phone. However, I could reture a call on another phone and in your interest I'd take 

the time. 

Smits somstlese have their own way of working themselves out. Mere is a dif-

ferent vulnerability►  of different nature on the same general sebeeot only Your end. 
I have been and I will be silent about this until after the convention. I hold old-

faabioned befiefe. With this, on which my lawyer is already fully ieformed, ley belief 

is that in serving selfednterest your man's vulnerability has been magnified. There LA 

no doubt in ay mind that it will be inblio prior to the election without a word from me. 

And then not easy to contend with. 

AA soon as we leave court Wednesday morning I will discuss this conflict with 

Loser. /ly belief is that it can be resolved, and honorably. 

If I do not year fray you I'll try to remember to send you a oopy after the cone 

'mention, however it turns out. If I forget, remind me. Lou have secretaries, I don't. 

Whatever does or does not happen, you'll need the good luck I wish you, personally. 

And sincerely, 

Herold Weisberg 


